The Foundation united all those who wanted to help. Thanks to SOAR founding director, George
Yacoubian and the efforts of the whole team, the family moved to a new home. In Nubarashen district
of Yerevan, a two-story house was bought for Narine and her family, the opening of which was held
modestly on a symbolic day, May 15, when the Family Day is celebrated in Armenia. And with the
blessing of God and the good will of humanity, a piece of red ribbon was kept as a happy day as a sign
that difficulties are the door to the Real Truth, that every poor Armenian family has the right to dream
and to realize its cherished dream.
All of us have dreams come true.
In the photos, and in the video are the happiest moments of housewarming. May 15, 2016
The story of Narine Grigoryan's family is really exciting in terms of creating, maintaining and keeping the
family together. Narine is a mother of five miraculous children, she has four sons and a daughter. The
eldest is military, and the youngest of them will soon become military servant too. her family had
overcome many difficulties, even extremely difficulties and reality imposed on them to look for solutions
beyond the family boundaries. when the family's condition was very hard, Narine had to place three of
her children in a night care facility, she was working on a small bread factory and her sons also helping
her to make the living.
It was a dream to bring the children back to the family and to believe that everything would be fine.
There was a time when they lived in the metal house “known as domics” and the adjacent stone
building served as a bedroom. In 2016, the SOAR Charitable Foundation, getting acquainted with
Narine's story, made every effort to reunite her family and included the children in "Service of Children
in their own Homes" SCOH program. The Foundation succeeded in ensuring a normal course of family
life, with all the necessary support and gathering children under the “wings” of their mother. It seemed
as if life had taken a new dimension, Hayk's military service was going well. But at the beginning of this
year, the accident again turned the wheel of life back. In January 2019 their metal house totally burned
form the accident the Narine with her children were left homeless. Their good neighbor hosted them in
one room temporally and they were in need of permanent shelter. Today it is a reality, they have new
house and kids keep dreaming for bright future.

